In vivo response of the rat's retinal pigment epithelium to azide: changes induced by light damage.
Functional changes in retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) associated with light-induced retinal damage were studied by measuring transocular potential changes evoked by injections of azide and thiocyanate (SCN-). The retinal damage by light in the rat is classified into two types: Type 1, rod cell death associated with RPE deterioration; Type 2, the loss of rod cells without RPE deterioration. To study the type 1 damage, littermate pairs of long-term dark-adapted adult albino rats were tested at 1 h and 10 d after the exposure to green light of 1,200 lx for 1/2 to 24 h. Time course of the damage progress was also followed for 12 h. We found that 1) RPE was affected rapidly by the damaging light, 2) the exposure length determined the ultimate degree of RPE damage, 3) damaging effects on RPE proceeded slower and weaker after exposure than during continuous light, 4) progress of the damage in RPE was two-phasic; during the first phase, the SCN- response was enhanced and the azide response was reduced; both responses were decreased rapidly in the second phase. The first phase was assumed to indicate a depolarization of the basolateral membrane of RPE, and the second phase to manifest the structural deterioration of RPE. The type 2 damage was studied in young rats with exposure to weak light for 28 d. At 30 d after the exposure, a-wave of the ERG and number of rod cells were substantially reduced but azide and SCN- responses were affected slightly.